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8. Claims. (C. 50-399)
My invention relates to refractory arch and wall con
structions, and more particularly to such an arch or wall
construction that is provided with a strong refractory Sup
porting structure, while at the same time providing re
fractory members that have the ends thereof that are ex

posed at the heat exposed face of the arch or wall of small

area so as to decrease the resistance to cracking or spalling
of the waii forming refractories.
Refractory furnacelinings ideally should be so designed

of the wall, said tiles having ribs thereon that engage be
tween a pair of the ribs on the bracket members to hold
the wall tiles against inward and outward movement rela
tive to the bracket members and other refractory wall
tiles that are each mounted between a pair of the refrac
tory wall tiles that are connected with the refractory
bracket members and located between the inner face of
the refractory bracket member and the inner or heat
exposed face of the wall and which extend from the bracket
0. member to the inner face of the wall, which last men
tioned refractory wall ties are interlocked with the wall
tiles that are carried by the bracket members, so that said
wall tiles are held from relative endwise movement with
respect
to each other, the interlocking means comprising
5 ribs and grooves on the side faces of said wall tiles.
By providing the wall tiles that are interposed between
the inner face of the refractory bracket or hanger and the
inner heat exposed face of the wall, the wall or roof tiles
can be made as small relative to the cross section of the
20
hanger as may be desired and thus the massiveness of
the hanger member does not in any manner interfere

that a small area per refractory unit is exposed to the heat
of the furnace. Preferably the exposed end faces of the
tiles of refractory material that are exposed to the heat
are approximately square and said tiles at their inner
with the use of wall tiles that are of such a character that
ends preferably have a cross sectional area that are nearly
thespalling.
same will have the maximum resistance to cracking
equal to that of a standard fire brick.
or
It is highly desirable in order to avoid the necessity of
Another advantage of my improved wall or roof con
using high priced metal alloys that are resistant to heat
for brackets of hanger members, to provide supporting struction is that the metal brackets that are provided for
means for the wall tiles that includes refractory bracket connecting the refractory bracket or hanger members with
or hanger members between the metal structure and the the metallic framework can be placed further apart and
thus reduced in number from what has been previously
wall tiles so that the metal structure will be removed
necessary. This is possible because the refractory hanger
from the highly heated zone and can be made of metals
members can be made of such a minimum cross section
that do not have to be of any special alloy resistant to heat.
that the same will have sufficient strength to support a
One of the difficulties: encountered in connection with
using refractory brackets or hanger members is that these larger number of wall tiles than is possible with pre
have had a tendency to fail at portions of reduced cross viously used refractory bracket members. Thus a row
section therein due to the fact that in previous wall of wall tiles can be mounted on each side of one of the
structures it has been necessary to provide reduced por elongated refractory bracket or hanger members and one
tions in the refractory brackets or hanger members in or more intermediate wall tiles can be supported by the
order that the wall forming tiles or refractories could be wall tiles that are carried by the adjacent refractory
bracket members, said intermediate wall tiles being mount
interlocked therewith so as to be held from movement ed
in interlocking relationship with each other and with
relative thereto and be supported thereby. One of the
purposes of my invention is to provide a refractory bracket the wall tiles that are supported directly by the refractory
or hanger member that is of a sturdy construction devoid bracket members and these along with the rows of wall
of such reduced neck portions that cause a weakened ties that are interposed between the inner faces of the
place to exist in such a bracket or hanger member. This refractory bracket members and the heat exposed face
is accomplished by providing a refractory bracket or of the wall form the refractory wall structure.
in order that the use of a large number of different
hanger member that has a body portion that is relatively
of wall tiles is avoided, have provided wall tiles
thick, and which has projecting formations thereon ex shapes
tending beyond the sides of the body portion for holding that have a rectangular body portion that is substantially
the wall forming refractories or tiles assembled there 50 square in cross section and which has a marginal trans
with, said body portion being of a rectangular character verse flange or rib at one end of each of a pair of opposed
side faces thereof and a plurality of spaced transverse ribs
in cross section except for such projecting formations.
Specifically my improved refractory bracket or hanger of the same height and width as said marginal flanges or
member is provided with an elongated rectangular body ribs of each of said pair of sides, that are so spaced from
the marginal flanges and from each other as to provide
portion that is provided with marginal longitudinal flanges 55 grooves
between said ribs that are of approximately the
or ribs on a pair of opposed longitudinal side faces thereof
and an intermediate longitudinal rib on said side faces same width as said ribs and flanges, and also of the same
extending in parallelism to said marginal flanges or ribs width as the width of the ribs and grooves of the refractory
hanger members so as to thus be adapted to interfit there
and spaced therefrom so as to provide grooves between
with, the ribs being so located that the end of each of said
said ribs that are of approximately the same width as said 60 wall
tiles opposite that having the marginal flange is only
ribs or marginal flanges, the other longitudinal side faces
of the thickness of the body portion of the wall tiles and
of said hanger or bracket member and the end faces there thus
provides a reduced end opposite the marginal flanged
of being flat.
In order that such a hanger or bracket member can be end thereof. It is thus necessary to normally provide only
used that is of a thickness between the ribbed sides thereof 65 two different lengths of wall tiles of this character that
that is not limited by any requirements with respect to are of the same cross section to be used with the refractory
bracket or hanger member of my invention in order to
the cross sectional area of the wall forming tiles or re
build a roof or arch of the character desired for furnace
fractories that have the ends thereof exposed to the heat Structures.
of the furnace, I have provided a wall structure in which
refractory wall tiles are mounted on the refractory bracket 70 My improved wall forming tiles can also be used in
member and extend inwardly beyond said bracket mem a sectionally supported vertical wall structure. It is not
bers on each side thereof to the inner or heat exposed face found to be desirable to use the elongated hanger mem
ber in a vertical wall, but to use the shorter of the two
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body
portion
of
the
hanger
Also projecting
wall forming tiles ordinarily used in a roof or arch as a from the walls that are providedmember.
with
the
marginal
flanges
refractory bracket for mcuinting the wall structure on a
22 and 23 are the intermediate ribs 24. The ribs 24 and
metal framework and utilizing a slightly shorter than the fanges 22 and 23 are of the same cross sectional size
normal wall tile between the inner end of the Wall tile
and are so spaced that grooves 25 and 26 are provided
that is used as a bracket member and the heat exposed
q9

between the ribs 24 and flanges 22 and 23 that are of
approximately the same width and depth as the width
and height of flanges 22 and 23 and of said ribs 24. Said

face of the wall and the longer wall tiles normally used
in the arch or roof, the relationship of this shorter wall

tile and the longer wall tiles adjacent thereto, that are
connected directly with the refractory bracket member,
being the same as in the roof or arch in which the hori
Zontally elongated refractory bracket member is used.
My improved wall tiles are also capable of being used

10

grooves have flat botton walls 27 and the flanges 22 and
23 and the ribs 24 have flat top or outer walls 28, which
walls 28 are of substantially the width of the bottom

walls 27 of the grooves. Said flanges 22 and 23 have

rounded corners as shown at 29 and, as will be more
obvious from FIGS. 4 and 6, the ribs 24 have side walls

as bracket members in roof or arch structures that do not
have to have the thickness of the usual roof or arch of an

39 that diverge toward the bottom walls 27 of the grooves
25 and 26, said marginal flanges 22 and 23 having in
clined walls 31 that incline in a similar manner to the
walls 39 of the ribs 24 to thus provide grooves that
members and the heat exposed face of the wall are sup
widen outwardly toward the entrances into the
ported from longer wall tiles that are used as bracket gradually
same. Said walls 30 and 3 are inclined only sufficiently
members, the marginal flanges at one end of Said longer 20 to
facilitate moulding, being at an angle only slightly
wall tiles being utilized as means for securing the same
greater
than a right angle to said top walls 28, said angle
to metal bracket members that mount said wall tile serving
approximately 105, as shown in the drawings.
as refractory brackets on the metal framework. The being
My improved hanger members are mounted on any
adaptability of my wall tiles to various structures is also suitable
that is provided with frame members
illustrated by the fact that it can be used in constructing 32, uponframework
which bracket members 33 are mounted, which
a cover for a soaking pit, in which a somewhat thicker
bracket members have a pair of depending ears 34 thereon
wall is desired than that just referred to, the longer Wall
terminating in inturned ends 35 that extend at an oblique
tiles being in this case used as bracket members and the angle
to the downwardly extending portions 34 and are
shorter wall tiles of the arch or roof structure being used
adapted
engage the marginal flanges 22 or 23 of said
30
for the supported tiles mounted between the wall tiles refractoryto bracket
members, which are indicated gen
that are used as bracket members, said bracket members
erally by the numeral 36 in FIG. 4. While the marginal
or supporting tiles and the supported tiles alternating in flanges
of the refractory bracket member are designated
this type of structure.
by
the
numerals 22 and 23, said marginal flanges are
Other objects and advantages of my invention will ap duplicates,
and it is to be understood that the refractory
pear as the description of the drawings proceeds. I de bracket member
36 can be utilized with either the flanges
sire to have it understood, however, that I do not intend
22
or
the
flanges
23 upwardly and in engagement with
to limit myself to the particular details shown or described the metalic brackets
33, it being only necessary that the
except as defined by the claims.
metallic bracket members carried by the framework are
In the drawings:
by the upper marginal ribs or flanges of the
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of my improved refrac 40 engaged
refractory
bracket members 36 in order that these will
tory bracket or hanger member.
serve their purpose of supporting the roof or arch struc
FIG. 2 is a similar view of one of the longer wall tiles
ture from the metallic framework.
that are used in a refractory arch or roof that is sub
With the refractory bracket members 36 in the position
jected to a high heat.
shown
in FIGS. 4 and 6 the wall tiles are ready to be
FIG. 3 is a similar view of the shorter tile used in Such
assembled therewith. The wall tiles that are used in
an arch or roof structure.
the refractory arch or roof shown in FIG. 4, are
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view partly building
shown
in
FIGS. 2 and 3. Said wall tiles are shown in
in elevation of a roof or arch made in accordance with
iFIG. 4 as comprising longer wall tiles 37 and shorter
my invention.
wall tiles 38. The wall tiles 37 and 38 are of a similar
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary view partly in elevation and 50 character,
being only different in length. Said wall tiles
partly in section taken at right angles to FIG. 4.
37 have flat substantially square end walls 39 and are
FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 4 of a modification.
provided with marginal end flanges or marginal ribs 40
FIG.7 is a view similar to FG. 4 of a roof structure
at one end thereof, which are of the same cross sectional
in which wall tiles are used as hanger brackets.
and shape as the marginal flanges 22 and 23 of the
55
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view partly broken size
refractory bracket or hanger member 36. Said wall tiles
away of a soaking pit cover, a fragmentary portion of the are
also provided with a plurality of ribs 41, 42 and 43
soaking pit wall being also shown.
that are all of the same cross sectional size and shape,
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary face view of a vertical wall
and the cross sectional shape thereof is the same as that
utilizing the wall tiles forming part of my invention.
the ribs 28 on the hanger bracket 36. The end of
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary view partly in horizontal 60 of
wall tile 37 opposite that having the marginal rib
section and partly in elevation, taken on the line E0-0 the
or
flange
46 thereon is spaced from the rib 43 so as to
of FIG. 9.
provide a reduced end portion 44 thereon. Said ribs 41,
FIG. 11 is a similar view taken on the line 1-A of
42 and 43 are spaced from each other and from the mar
FIG. 9, and
FIG. 12 is a fragmentary view partly in elevation and 65 ginal rib or flange 40 such distances that the widths and
of the grooves formed between them, indicated
partly in vertical section through the wall shown in depths
by the numerals 45, 46 and 47, are substantially the same
FIG. 9.
as the width and height of the ribs 41, 42 and 43 and
Referring in detail to the drawings, in FIG. 1 is shown
a refractory bracket member made in accordance with the bottom walls of said grooves 45, 46 and 47 are of
my invention, which is provided with a substantially 70 approximately the same width as the outer faces of the
rectangular body portion, said refractory bracket member ribs 4, 42 and 43 with the entrances to said grooves of
being of an elongated character and having flat end faces approximately the same width as the base portions of
20 and a pair of flat longitudinal side faces 2i. The said ribs 41, 42 and 43. The end ribs or flanges 40 are
other pair of longitudinal side faces are provided with shown as being seated in the grooves 26 of the hanger
marginal longitudinally extending flanges 22 and 23 that
form marginal ribs projecting from the main rectangular 75 brackets 36 in FIG. 4 with said wall tiles 37 thus supported

apparatus such as an open hearth furnace. In such a

structure the short wall forming tiles that are used in the
vertical wall structure between the refractory bracket

5
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by and suspended from said hanger brackets, because
ate row of wall tiles 37 is also suspended from the wall
of the engagement of the marginal end flanges or ribs
tiles 37 that are hung from the bracket members 36,
40 with the marginal end flanges or ribs 23 of the brackets
thus providing a row of wall tiles that are out of align
36, said ribs or end flanges 23 being seated in the grooves
ment with the hanger brackets 36, which permits the
45 of Said Wa: tiles 37.
spacing of the metal framework members 32, brackets
The faces of the wall tiles 37 that are at right angles to 33
and refractory hanger brackets 36 further apart trans
the faces thereof having the alternating ribs and grooves
versely than would otherwise be possible. It will be obvi
therein are provided with alternating depressions 48 and
ous that when the intermediate wall tiles 37 are put in
raised portions 49 providing alternating shallow ribs and
position they are arranged with their marginally flanged
grooves, which are for the purpose of reducing the pas O or
ends downwardly instead of upwardly so that
sage of hot gases between adjoining wall tiles, but which the ribbed
ribs 40 of the intermediate row of wall tiles 37 will
have no supporting function, while the ribs 40, 41, 42
lie opposite the reduced ends 44 of the adjacent wall tiles
and 43 and the grooves 45, 46 and 47 serve not only as
37, that are hung from the bracket members 36, and
means for supporting one wall tile on another and sup
ribs 43, 42 and 41 of said intermediate wall tiles 37 will
porting the wall tiles 37 on the hanger brackets 36, but
be seated in the grooves 45, 46 and 47, respectively, of
also serve to provide such a circuitous path for the hot 5 the
wall tiles 37 that support the same from the hanger
gases. While the ribs 4, 4, 42 and 43 on one side of
bracket 36, while the ribs 40 on the wall tiles that are
each of said tiles 37 are opposite the ribs 40, 41, 42
hung from the hangers 36 will lie opposite the reduced
and 43 on the other side thereof, the shallow ribs 49
upper end portions 44 of the intermediate wall tiles 37
on one side of the tiles 37 are opposite the shallow grooves 20 and
the ribs 42, 42 and 43 of said hanger suspended
48 on the opposite side thereof.
wall tiles 37 will be seated in the grooves 47, 46 and 45,
The wall tiles 38 are provided with marginal end
respectively, of the intermediate wall tiles 37. Thus the
flanges or marginal ribs 50 at one end thereof, which
intermediate row of wall tiles 37 will be interlocked with
are of the same cross sectional size and shape as the
marginal flanges 22 and 23 of the bracket member 36 and 25 the row of wall ties 37 that are suspended from the
hanger brackets 36, as will be also the wall tiles 38.
marginal ribs or flanges 40 of the wall tiles 37. Said
If it is desired to provide a thinner wall of a similar
wall tiles 38 are also provided with the ribs 51 and 52, character
to that shown in FIGS. 4 and 5 the hanger
that are both of the same cross sectional size and shape,
members 36 can be used in connection with the wall tiles
which is the same as that of the ribs 24 on the hanger
such as shown in FiG. 6, in which the wall tiles 38 are
bracket 36 and of the ribs 41, 42 and 43. Said wall tiles 30 shown
as being suspended from the hanger brackets on
38 have flat end walls 53 and the ribs 52 are spaced from
opposite sides thereof, a row of said wall tiles 38 being
the one end of the wall tiles 38 so as to provide a reduced provided
hanger bracket 35 in the same manner as
portion 54 corresponding to the reduced portion 44 of illustratedonineach
F.G. 5 for the wall tiles 37. In this con
the tile 37. The ribs 51 and 52 are spaced from each struction the wall
tiles 38 have the marginal flanges or
other and from the marginal rib or flange 50 so that the
ribs 50 thereof seated in the grooves 26 of the hanger
width and depth of the grooves 55 and 56 is substantially brackets
36 and have an intermediate row of wall tiles
the same as the width and height of the ribs 51 and 52,
38
mounted
between the rows of wall tiles 38 that are
and thus of the ribs 41, 42 and 43 and the bottom walls
mounted on the hanger brackets 36 with the ribs 51
of the grooves 55 and 56 are of approximately the same and
52 on the hanger suspended wall tiles 38 seated in
width as the outer face of the ribs 41, 42 and 43, 51 40 the grooves
and 52.
56 and 55, respectively, in the intermediate
tiles 38 and the ribs 52 and 5 on the intermediate
The faces of the wall tiles 38 that are at right angles wall
to those that have the alternating ribs and grooves 50, row of waii tiles 38 seated in the grooves 55 and 56 of
5, 52, and 55 and 56 thereon, are provided with alter the hanger supported wall tiles 38. The marginal ribs or
nating depressions 48 and raised portions 49 just as are flanges 50 on said intermediate wall tiles lie opposite the
the wall tiles 37, the raised portions 49 of the tiles 38 reduced end portions 54 of the hanger supported wall
being adapted to engage the depressed portions 48 of the tiles 38, while the reduced end portions 54 of the inter
mediate wall tiles lie opposite the marginal flanges or
tiles 37 and 38 adjacent which the same are located.
ribs 56 of the hanger supported wall tiles. Thus the con
Upon reference to FIG. 4 it will be noted that there struction
of the wall between a pair of hanger members
is a tile 37 located on each side of a hanger member 36 50
and Suspended therefrom by engagement of the marginal 36 is similar to that previously described, except that the
ribs or fianges 40 with the marginal ribs or flanges 23 shorter wall tiles 38 are used therein instead of the longer
on the hanger members. Upon reference to FIG. 5 it wall tiles 37.
A wall tile 57 is provided between each pair of wall
will be noted that a row of said tiles 37 is mounted on
tiles 38, that is mounted on a bracket member 36. Said
each side of the hanger member, the tiles 37 being shown wall
tiles 57 are provided with a marginal rib or flange 58
as overlapping the joints of the hanger members 36 in
on one end thereof and with a single intermediate rib 59
FIG. 5. A wall tile 38 is mounted between each pair of the
flanges 58 being of the same cross section as
the wall tiles 37, there being thus a row of the wall tiles the marginal
marginal flanges 22 and 23 of the hanger brackets,
38 between the inner or heat exposed face of the wall while
the intermediate rib 59 is of the same cross sectional
and each refractory bracket member 36, as will be obvi 60
shape and size as the rib 24. Said wall tile 57 is also
ous from FIG. 5. Said wall tiles 38 are mounted be
tween the tiles 37 with the marginal rib or flange 50 seated provided with a reduced end portion 69, which is of the
against the reduced portions 44 of the adjacent wall tiles same cross section as the reduced end portions 44 and
37 and with the ribs 51 and 52, respectively, thereof 54 and with a groove 61 of the same cross sectional shape
seated in the grooves 47 and 46, respectively, of the wall 65. and size as the grooves 27 between the marginal rib 58
and the intermediate rib 59, which rib is of approximately
tiles 37 on each side thereof. The ribs 41 of the wall
files 37 lie adjacent the reduced end portions 54 of the the same cross sectional shape and size as the rib 59, and
thus is adapted to receive the rib 52 on an adjacent wall
Ysal tiles 38, while the ribs 42 and 43 of said wall tiles
'i are seated in the grooves 56 and 55 of said wall tiles tile 38, the ribs 59 seating in the grooves 56 of said wall
tiles 38, while the ribs 51 of the wall tiles 58 lie adjacent
38. The wall tiles 38 are thus suspended from the wall 70 the
reduced portions 60 of the wall tiles 57, and the
tiles 37 and have their inner ends 53 aligned with the marginal
flanges 58 on the wall tiles 57 lie adjacent the
inner ends 39 of the wall tiles 37 with the row of said
reduced
end
portions 54 of the wall tiles 38.
Wall tiles 38 lying between the two rows of wall tiles 37
It is sometimes desirable to provide a wall that is
in alignment with the hanger member 36.
of Wall tilesasuch
is of
in the structure shown in FIGS. 4 and 5 an intermedi- amade
lightupconstruction,
roofasordisclosed
arch ofherein,
such awhich
light con
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7
vided
with
vertical
laterally
extending flanges 84. A hook
struction being shown in FIG. 7, in which the elongated portion 85 extends outwardly
the body portion of
hanger brackets are dispensed with and the wall tiles 38 the bracket 83 and is providedfrom
with
a
reinforcing rib 86,
are used as hanger brackets, the marginal flanges or ribs said hook portion 85 hooking around the
upper marginal
50 thereof being engaged by the metal brackets 33 mount edge of the upstanding flange (68 on the frame
member.
ed on the framework 32 in a similar manner to that in
Upstanding
lateral
flanges
87
are
also
provided
on the
which the brackets 36, previously described, are engaged hook portion, which engage the lower extremity of the
by said metal brackets. Said wall tiles 38 are shown in 71 on the outer side thereof, the flange 84 engaging bar
the
FIG. 7 as having the wall tiles 57 suspended therefrom inner side of said bar 71 so that said bar will be con
in the same manner as are the wall tiles 57 in the form
between the flanges 84 and 87, the ribs 80 on said
of the invention shown in FIG. 6. A wall tile 57 is in 10 fined
bar
7;
short of the end of said bar 71. A longi
verted and mounted between each of the pair of wall tudinal ending
rib
88
is also provided on the outer side of the
tiles 57 mounted on adjacent brackets 38 with the mar bracket 83, which
into the slot 82 in the upper
ginal ribbed or flanged portion 58 thereof upwardly and end of the bar 71 extends
below the one that is held between
the reduced end portion 60 downwardly and with the ribs the flanges 84 and 87. An enlargement 89 on said rib
59 on the intermediate row of wall tiles 57 seated in the 5 88 bears against the flange 69 on the frame member 67.
grooves 61 of the hanger supported waii tiles 57 and the
bracket is thus held securely in position on the frame
ribs 59 of the hanger supported wall tiles 57 seated in The
member 67 and the bars 7 associated with the bracket
the grooves 61 of the intermediate row of Wall tiles 57. 83 in this manner are firmly held in position, extending
The wall tiles 57 are also provided with flat end faces
between vertically adjacent frame members 67 with the
62, which align with the end faces 53 of the Wall tiles 20 brackets
76 extending therefrom.
38, and with each other, on the inner face of the Wall, as
The brackets 83 are provided with shelf portions 99
will be obvious from FIGS. 6 and 7.
In FIG. 8 a soaking pit cover is shown, which is pro and with upper transverse flanges 91 for mounting the
vided with a movable framework having the frame men
bers 63 extending across the main portion of the cover,
frame members 64 at the marginal portions of the cover

wall tiles 38 thereon, which serve as refractory bracket
members in the vertical wall construction shown in FIGS.

25 9 to 12. In order to hold said wall structure from move

ment inwardly toward the inside of the furnace from the

and frame members 65 and 56 mounted on the frame

frames, certain of the wall tiles 38 are secured to
members 64 and 63, the framework being constructed in metalmetal
framework by means of the brackets 76, the de
this manner in order to provide a depressed rim portion the
pending
fingers
79 extending around on opposite sides of
30
for the soaking pit cover, which may engage the top of the marginal flanges
or ribs 50 to hold said wall tiles 38
the soaking pit wall. The soaking pit cover, it will be from inward movement.
Interlocked with the wall tiles
noted, is made up of the wall tiles 37, which are used as
38 are the wall tiles 37, a wall tile 37 being mounted on
hanger members connected with the frame members 65 each side of each of the wall tiles 38, that are mounted
and 66 by means of metal brackets 33, such as previously on either a bracket 76 or a bracket 83, said wall tiles 33
described, which, in the main part of the soaking pit 35 and 37 being horizontally adjacent and the ribs 43 on
cover, alternate with wall tiles 38, the wall tiles 38 being the wall tiles 37 seating in the grooves 56 of the wall tiles
suspended from the wall tiles 37 in a similar manner to 38, while the ribs 52 on said wall tiles 38 seat in the

that in which the wail tiles 33 are suspended from the
wall tiles 37 in the form of the invention shown in FIG.
4, but the wall tiles 37 in the case of the soaking pit

cover are secured directly to the metal brackets 33. In
order to depress the marginal portion of the soaking pit
cover, a pair of wall tiles 38 is provided between a wall

grooves 47 of the wall tiles 37. A plurality of wall tiles

40

37 is also positioned between each of the wall tiles that
are interlocked in this manner with the wall tiles 38 that
are mounted on horizontally adjacent bracket members
76, the adjacent wall tiles 37 in a horizontal row being

reversed end for end, as will be obvious from FIG. 10.
tile 37 mounted on the frame member 36 and a wall tile
Mounted in horizontal alignment with each of the Wall
37 mounted on the frame member 65 with the one wall 45 tiles
38 mounted on a metal bracket is a wall tile 57,

tile 38 offset downwardly relative to the other wall tile 38
has its reduced end portion 60 lying opposite the
so that the marginal rib or flange 50 on the higher wall which
marginal
flange or rib portion 40 of a tile 37 on each
tile will seat in the groove 55 of the lower wall tile and the side thereof,
which has the marginal rib or flange 58
rib 5i on the higher wall tile will seat in the groove 56 50 thereon seatedandin the
grooves 46 of the adjacent wall tiles
of the lower wall tile. It will accordingly be obvious that 37 and the ribs 59 thereon
seated in the grooves 45 in
any desired stepped arrangement in a wall or roof can be said adjacent wail tiles 37. The
ribs 41 of said adjacent
obtained by the use of my wall tiles having the interlock wall tiles 37 are seated in the grooves
61 in said wall
ing ribs and grooves on the side walls thereof.
ties
57.
My improved wall tiles are also adapted for use in
tiles 38 mounted on the brackets 83 have wall
vertical refractory walls. In FIGS 9 to 12 inclusive, a 55 tilesThe37wall
alternating
therewith, as will be obvious from
refractory wall structure is shown, that is mounted on a
FIG.
11,
and
have
wall tiles 57 mounted between
framework that has the horizontally extending frame the inner ends of thethe
wall tiles 38 and the heated face of
member 67, which is shown as being T-shaped in cross the wall. By providing
the brackets 83 the wall is sec
section, having an upstanding flange 68, a depending flange 60 tionally supported at regularly
spaced vertical intervais
69 and a horizontal flange 70. Bars 75 extend vertically
by
means
of
said
brackets
83.
An expansion joint ex
between vertically adjacent frame members 67. Each of tends between the sectionally supported
groups of Wall
said bars is provided with a central thickened portion 72, tiles, as will be obvious from FIG. 12, and
the joint is
which is provided with an opening 73 therethrough, which filled with refractory cement at said joint between
has an enlargement 74 providing a shoulder on said bar 65 upper face of a lower tile, such as the tile 37 shownthe
in
between the enlarged portion 74 of the opening and the FIG. 12, and the bracket supported tile 38, as well as
reduced portion thereof, with which a hook end 75 of a between the next higher tile 37 supported on the tile 38
bracket 76 engages. Said bracket 76 is generally T
and the tile 57 mounted inwardly of the refractory bracket
shaped in cross section, having a transverse portion made tile
38. The refractory cement in the joint is indicated
up of a pair of arms 77, extending from the shank por 70 by the
numeral 92. Between the metal framework and
tion 78 thereof, that terminate in depending fingers 79. the refractory
wall a layer of heat insulating material 93
Said bars 7 are also provided with stiffening ribs 80 and
may be provided and this heat insulating material 93 may
81 extending from the enlargement or thickened portion be
faced on the exterior thereof with block heat insula
72. A slot 32 is also provided in each of the bars 7 at tion 94.
one end thereof.
Brackets 83 are mounted on the framework, being pro-75 Upon reference to FIG. 9 it will be seen that the wall

i
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tiles are arranged in staggered relation, that is, the Wall
tiles of each horizontal row break joint with those of the

next higher and lower rows. It will also be noted that
bracket forming tiles 38 and the tiles 57 between the same
and the inner heat exposed face of the wall are horizontal
rows of wall tiles that are made up entirely of the wall
tiles 37, the same being arranged with the adjacent ones
between horizontal rows of wall tiles that contain the

A)

being provided with alternating interfitting ribs and
grooves extending continuously across said last mentioned
side faces and the ribs on one of said side faces of said
last mentioned pair being opposite the grooves in the
other side face of said last mentioned pair.

3. The combination with a metallic framework of re

fractory bracket members approximately square in cross
each having a plurality of parallel alternating ribs
having the reduced end portions extending in opposite section
directions so that the smaller end of each alternate tile O and grooves extending continuously across each of a pair
of opposed side faces thereof including an outer marginal
-will be directed inwardly, while the smaller end of each
rib on each of said side faces and a pair of parallel ribs
tile 37 between these will have its smaller end directed
spaced from said outer marginal rib and from each other,
outwardly, all of such tiles 37 located between the rows the
ribs on one side face of said pair being opposite the
supported by the brackets 83 being supported by said .
brackets 83 and the wall tiles 38 mounted on said brackets 5 ribs on the other side face of said pair, one of said last
ribs being spaced from the inner end of said
83What
to thusclaim
provide
the sectional support above referred to. mentioned
refractory bracket member to provide a reduced inner
is:
end thereon, metal brackets on said framework engaging
1. The combination with a metallic framework of re
said marginal ribs to mount said refractory bracket mem
fractory bracket members each having a plurality of bers
framework, and wall tiles approximately
parallel alternating ribs and grooves extending continu 20 squareonin said
section mounted on opposite sides of said
ously across each of a pair of opposed side faces thereof refractory cross
members and each having a pair of
including an outer marginal rib and a pair of spaced ribs alternating bracket
ribs and grooves extending continuously across
spaced from said outer marginal rib on each of said side
each of a pair of opposed side faces thereof, the ribs on
faces, the ribs on one of said side faces being opposite one
the side faces of said pair being opposite the ribs
the ribs on the opposed side face, metal brackets mounted 25 on theof other
face of said pair and including an inner
on said framework engaging said marginal ribs to mount marginal rib side
positioned adjacent said reduced inner end
said refractory bracket members on said framework, a of said rerfactory
member and a rib seated be
pair of wall tiles approximately square in cross section tween a pair of saidbracket
ribs on said refractory bracket mem
adjacent each of said refractory bracket members mounted ber,
and wall tiles approximately square in cross Section
on opposite sides of each of said refractory bracket mem 30 mounted
between said first mentioned wall tiles and sup
bers and each of said adjacent wall tiles having a plu
ported thereby, each of said last mentioned wall tiles
rality of alternating ribs and grooves extending continui having
a pair of alternating ribs and grooves extending
ously across each of a pair of opposed side faces thereof,
continuously across each of a pair of opposed side faces
the ribs on one of the side faces of said pair being oppo thereof,
the ribs on one of said side faces being opposite
site the ribs on the other side face of said pair, said ribs 35 the ribs on
the other side face of said pair and including
and grooves on said adjacent wall tiles including a rib on
a rib on each of said side faces mounted between the
each thereof seated between said pair of spaced ribs on pair
of ribs of an adjacent supporting wall tile, the other
one side of said refractory bracket member and a rib on pair of
side faces of each of said brackets and wall tiles
said adjacent wall tile parallel to and spaced from said being
provided with alternating interfitting ribs and grooves
last mentioned rib, and intermediate wall tiles approxi 40 extending
continuously across said last mentioned side
mately square in cross section mounted between certain faces and the
ribs on one of said side faces of said last
of said first mentioned wall tiles, each having alternating
mentioned pair being opposite the grooves in the other
ribs and grooves extending continuously across a pair of side
face of said last mentioned pair.
opposed side faces thereof, including a spaced pair of
4.
A refractory tile having a rectangular body portion
parallel ribs receiving one of said ribs of said first men 45 approximately
square in cross section having a marginal
tioned wall tiles therebetween, all of said wall tiles having

transverse flange at one end of each of a pair of opposed
alternating ribs and grooves in the other pair of side faces
faces extending continuously across each of Said pair
thereof extending continuously across said last mentioned side
of
side
faces and a plurality of spaced transverse ribs of
pair of side faces, and the ribs on one of said side faces
the same height and width as said marginal fianges ex
of said last mentioned pair being opposite the grooves in 50 tending
continuously across each of said pair of side faces
the other side face of said last mentioned pair.
thereof
spaced
from said marginal flanges, the ribs on one
2. The combination with a metallic framework of re
the side faces of said pair being opposite the ribs on the
fractory bracket members approximately square in cross of
other side face of said pair, one of said ribs on each of
section each having a plurality of parallel alternating ribs said
faces being spaced from the other end of Said
and grooves extending continuously across each of a pair 55 tile tosidedefine
a reduced end portion thereon, the spacing
of opposed side faces thereof including an outer marginal
of said ribs from said flanges and from each other defin
rib on each of said side faces and a plurality of parallel ing
between them of approximately the width of
ribs spaced from said outer marginal rib and from each said grooves
flanges and ribs and extending continuously acroSS
other, the ribs on one side face of said pair being oppo each
said pair of side faces, said tile having flat approxi
site the ribs on the other side face of said pair, one of 60 matelyof square
end faces and having alternating spaced
said last mentioned ribs being spaced from the inner end
ribs
on
the
other
of side faces thereof defining grooves
of said refractory bracket member to provide a reduced much shallower pair
than said first mentioned grooves, said
inner end thereon, metal brackets on said framework en
mentioned ribs and grooves extending continuously
gaging said marginal ribs to mount said refractory bracket last
across
said other pair of side faces and the ribs on one of
members on said framework, and wall tiles approximately 65 said side
faces of said last mentioned pair being opposite
square in cross section mounted on opposite sides of said the
refractory bracket members and each having a plurality pair.grooves in the other side face of said last mentioned
of alternating ribs and grooves extending continuously
5. A refractory tile having a rectangular body portion
across each of a pair of opposed side faces thereof, the approximately
square in cross section having a marginal
ribson one of the side faces of said pair being opposite 70 transverse
flange at one end of each of a pair of opposed
the ribs on the other side face of said pair and including side faces extending
continuously across each of said pair
a rib positioned adjacent said reduced inner end of said of side faces and a plurality
spaced transverse ribs of
refractory bracket member and a rib seated between a pair the same height and width asofsaid
marginal flanges ex
of said ribs on said refractory bracket member, the other tending continuously across each of said
side faces
pair of side faces of each of said brackets and wall tiles 75 thereof spaced from said marginal flanges,pairtheofribs
on one
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2
tiles
extends
to
the
inner
face
of the wall, said ribs on
of the side faces of said pair being opposite the ribson each of said first pair of side faces
wall tiles of
the other side face of said pair, one of said ribs on each each row including an outer marginalofribtheseated
of said side faces being spaced from the other end of said an intermediate rib and an inner marginal rib of between
said re
tile to define a reduced end portion thereon, the spacing 5 fractory bracket member, wall tiles mounted between
of said ribs from said flanges and from each other defining
of said rows of wall tiles and located between said
grooves between them of approximately the width of Said two
refractory
members and the inner face of the wall,
flanges and ribs extending continuously across each of the ribs onbracket
each
of
first pair of side faces of said last
said pair of side faces, said tile having flat approximately mentioned wall tilesthe
including
rib seated between a pair
square end faces and having parallel spaced ribs on the 0 of spaced ribs on one of the afirst
side faces of a tile in
other pair of side faces thereof defining grooves between one of said rows of tiles, and intermediate
wall tiles ex
the same, said last mentioned ribs and grooves extend tending from the outer to the inner face of said
wall, the
ing continuously across said other pair of side faces and ribs on each of the first pair of faces of said intermediate
the ribs on one of said side faces of said last mentioned
pair being opposite the grooves in the other side face of wall tiles including a rib seated between a pair of spaced
said last mentioned pair.

5

ribs on one of the first side faces of a tile in one of said

OWS.
6. In a refractory wall, the combination with a metallic
8. In a refractory wall, the combination with a metallic
framework of elongated refractory bracket members each framework
of refractory bracket members approximately
having a plurality of parallel alternating longitudinal ribs square in cross
section each having a plurality of parallel
and grooves extending continuously across each of a pair 20 alternating ribs and
grooves extending continuously across
of opposed longitudinal side faces thereof, including an each of a pair of opposed
faces thereof including an
outer marginal rib, an inner marginal rib, and an inter outer marginal rib on eachside
of
said
side faces and a plu
mediate rib on each of said side faces, the ribs on one of
of parallel ribs spaced from said outer marginal
said side faces being opposite the ribs on the opposed rality
rib and from each other, the ribs on one side face of said
side face, metal brackets mounted on said framework 25 pair
opposite the ribs on the other side face of said
engaging said outer marginal ribs to mount said refractory pair,being
one
of
said last mentioned ribs being spaced from
bracket members on said framework, Wall tiles each ap
the
inner
end
said refractory bracket member to pro
proximately square in cross section and having a plurality vide a reducedofinner
thereon, metal brackets on said
of alternating parallel ribs and grooves extending con framework engaging end
said marginal ribs to mount said
tinuously across each of a first pair of opposed side faces 30 refractory bracket members
on said framework, wall tiles
thereof, the ribs on one of the side faces of said pair being
approximately square in cross section mounted on oppo
opposite the ribs on the other side face of said pair, the site sides of said refractory bracket members and each

second pair of opposed side faces of each of said Wall
tiles having alternating ribs and grooves extending con
tinuously across said second pair of side faces, said last
mentioned ribs on one of said second pair of side faces
being opposite the grooves in the other side face of Said
second pair, said wall tiles comprising a row of wall tiles

having a plurality of alternating ribs and grooves extend
ing continuously across each of a pair of opposed side
35 faces thereof, the ribs on one of the side faces of said
pair being opposite the ribs on the other side face of said
pair and including a rib positioned adjacent said reduced
inner end of said refractory bracket member and a rib
on each side of each of said brackets each of which ties
between a pair of said ribs on said refractory
extends to the inner face of the wall, said ribs on each of 40 seated
bracket member, and wall tiles approximately square in
said first pair of side faces of the wall tiles of each row
cross section mounted between said first mentioned wall
including an outer marginal rib seated between an inter
tiles
and between said refractory bracket members and
mediate rib and an inner marginal rib of said refractory
the inner face of the wall each having alternating ribs and
bracket member, wall tiles mounted between two of said
grooves extending continuously across each of a pair of
rows of wall tiles and located between said refractory
opposed
side faces thereof, the ribs on one of the side
bracket members and the inner face of the wall, the ribs
faces of Said pair being opposite the ribs on the other side
on each of the first pair of said faces of said last men
face of said pair and including ribs seated between a pair
tioned wall tiles including a rib seated between a pair of
of spaced ribs on said first mentioned wall tiles, the other
spaced ribs on one of the first side faces of a tile in one pair
of side faces of each of said brackets and wall tiles
of said rows of tiles.
being provided with alternating interfitting ribs and
7. In a refractory wall, the combination with a metallic 50 grooves extending continuously across said last mentioned
framework of elongated refractory bracket members each
faces, and the ribs on one of said side faces of said
having a plurality of parallel alternating longitudinal ribs side
mentioned pair being opposite the grooves in the other
and grooves extending continuously across each of a pair last
of opposed longitudinal side faces thereof, including an 55 side face of said last mentioned pair.
outer marginal rib, an inner marginal rib, and an inter
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